MEMORANDUM FOR DR. FLAX

On October 10, we received a copy of a State Department message from the U.S. NATO Mission to the Secretary of State (Tab A). The message contains a report of discussions on the strategic arms race held during a meeting of disarmament experts on October 7. Referenced in this message is another message from the Secretary of State to Mr. Scoville (ACDA) setting forth general guidelines for discussions at the October 7 meeting. We have obtained a copy of the referenced message and it is at Tab B.

You will note that paragraph two of the message containing guidelines very specifically directs the U.S. delegation to "not reveal scope or details of U.S. position, including associated verification considerations."

These messages are forwarded for your information only and no action is required.
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SECRET USNATO 5171

DISTO

SUBJ: DISARMAMENT EXPERTS - STRATEGIC ARMS RACE

REF: STATE 245303

1. DISCUSSION ON STRATEGIC ARMS RACE CENTERED AROUND SCOVILLE PRESENTATION ALONG LINES REFTEL. SCOVILLE STRESSED THAT US STILL ATTACHES TREMENDOUS IMPORTANCE TO MEANINGFUL AND VERIFIABLE MEASURES TO CONTROL THE STRATEGIC ARMS RACE, NOTING CONSIDERABLE US EFFORT IN RECENT YEARS TO THIS END. SCOVILLE ALSO NOTED THE FRANK, FORTHRIGHT DISCUSSION ABOUT THE STRATEGIC ARMS RACE AT PREVIOUS DISARMMENTS EXPERTS MEETINGS. WE WELCOMED MANY OF THE COMMENTS MADE IN SUCH EXCHANGES, FOUND THEM USEFUL, AND HOPED SUCH USEFUL DISCUSSIONS WOULD CONTINUE.
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2. Scoville said that the US was, of course, extremely pleased when the USSR agreed July 1 to discuss strategic arms limitations. The US had been fully prepared to go ahead with such talks; however, the Czechoslovak events had been a serious political interference with SALT, and at this stage it not possible to speculate about SALT timing. He repeated that the US had not lost interest in SALT, but at the moment the atmosphere was not so good. Several dels, including FRG and Italy, expressed views that SALT should proceed despite Czech crisis.

3. The disarmament experts could continue to have useful technical discussions on the problems involved with the strategic arms race, but Scoville cautioned about drawing inferences with respect to specific US position for SALT. It inappropriate to discuss this since SALT tenous post-Czech.

4. Scoville then outlined importance of controlling the strategic arms race, noting some potential destabilizing factors (e.g., FOBs, large ABM deployments, and MIRVs), and outlined some systems that might be included in any arms control measure in the strategic area (e.g., land-based ICBMs, IR and MRBMs, both land and sea-based mobile missiles, bombers, ABMs, and submarines and related ASW systems).

5. First question after Scoville presentation related to recently reported USSR MIRV developments. Scoville said there had been couple of Soviet tests which may have involved more than one RV. Data we have on these tests is imprecise, but has not presently WSD us to conclude that Soviet tests were MIRVs. Scoville added that US has been testing more than one RV for three or four years, so such tests do not necessarily indicate great degree of sophistication.

6. There was also some talk of FOBs (Scoville pointed out that they involved lower warning time, but also lower degree of accuracy, and that they useful primarily as
SURPRISE AGAINST SOFT TARGETS), ABMS ON SHIPS AND SEA PLATFORMS (SCOVILLE NOTED THAT EXPERTS HAD DISCUSSED FORMER BEFORE, THAT US STUDIES IN EMBRYONIC STAGE BUT WERE CONTINUING, AND HE DID NOT THINK THAT RESULTS WOULD HAVE ANY SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON CONTROLLING STRATEGIC ARMS RACE), AND RANGE OF PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN VERIFYING A STRATEGIC ARMS CONTROL MEASURE.

7. LANKES (FRG) EXPRESSED SUPPORT FOR INCLUSION IR/MRBMS BUT WONDERED HOW TO NEGOTIATE SINCE WEST HAD NO SUCH WEAPONS. SUGGESTED THEY MIGHT BE INCLUDED IN EUROPEAN NFZ. SCOVILLE EMPHASIZED THAT AGREEMENT COULD NOT INVOLVE EQUALITY ON EVERY SPECIFIC SYSTEM; ONLY NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN OVERALL STRATEGIC BALANCE.

8. KUHN (CHAIRMAN), IN HIS SUMMATION, NOTED THAT WIDE SUPPORT HAD BEEN EXPRESSED BY EXPERTS, CZECHOSLOVAKIA NOTWITHSTANDING, FOR GETTING ON WITH SALT. SEVERAL COMMENTS HAD BEEN MADE ABOUT PAKISTAN NUC RES TO THAT EFFECT, WHICH ALL NATO NON-NUCLEARs HAD SUPPORTED.

9. COMMENT: DISCUSSION POINTED UP THAT DEVELOPMENTS IN STRATEGIC ARMS WOULD NOT STAND STILL, AND THAT CONTROLLING STRATEGIC ARMS RACE WAS IN COMMON INTEREST.
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DISTO

SUBJECT: DISARMAMENT EXPERTS--DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIC ARMS BALANCE ITEM

1. SUBJECT OF STRATEGIC ARMS RACE OR BALANCE AT EXPERTS MEET

POSES US DELEGATION WITH PROBLEM OF BEING FORTHCOMING DURING

DISCUSSIONS WITHOUT JENPARDIZING ANY FUTURE PRIVATE BILATERA

SALT DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN US AND USSR. THIS CABLE SETS FORTH

GENERAL GUIDELINES: SUBJECT TO CHANGE DEPENDING ON EVENTS

Approved for Release: 2019/05/21 C05107906
BETWEEN NOW AND 7 OCTOBER:

2. DELEGATION MUST NOT REPEAT NOT REVEAL SCOPE OR DETAILS OF US POSITION, INCLUDING ASSOCIATED VERIFICATION CONSIDERATIONS. DELEGATION SHOULD NOT SPECULATE CONCERNING EITHER TIMING OR LIKELY SUCCESS OF SALT.

3. DELEGATION AUTHORIZED TO ENGAGE IN GENERAL DISCUSSION OF CONTROL ASPECTS OF STRATEGIC ARMS RACE, INCLUDING THOSE FACTORS AND WEAPONS: SYSTEMS INVOLVED. AS IN PAST, DISCUSSIONS SHOULD BE FOCUSED ON ARMS CONTROL ASPECTS OF PROBLEM AND NOT ON BROADER POLICY CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVED IN STRATEGIC ARMS DECISION PROCESS.

4. IT IS SUGGESTED THAT HEAD OF US DELEGATION INDICATE AT BEGINNING OF DISCUSSION ON THIS SUBJECT THE IMPORTANCE US AT TO ACHIEVING MEANINGFUL, VERIFIABLE CONTROLS ON STRATEGIC ARMS RACE AND WELCOMES CONTINUATION OF AN INFORMAL EXCHANGE OF ARMS CONTROL VIEWS ON STRATEGIC ARMS BALANCE IN THIS FORUM, BUT WOULD BE UNABLE TO DISCUSS ANY ASPECT OF SALT AT THIS TIME. HE COULD INDICATE FURTHER THAT VIEWS EXPRESSED BY US DURING THESE DISCUSSIONS SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED AS REVEALING, CONFIRMING, OR DENYING US POSITION DURING FUTURE SALT BILATERAL DISCUSSIONS.
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